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It is the greatest tyranny the world has ever seen. And the brutality.

I wish everybody could read Eugene Lyons Assignment to Utopia a4henkes

Ijthose FreedolTa and this book Eleven Years in a Prison Q by the Swiss

woman recently. Just those three. 'Out show the brutality which is not
in the case of

the result of an ± individual's attitudes as ±txp ta±ixt that mad-man

Hitler. Not at all. But it is the result of a system which is deliberately

±gxkx setting out to crush everything else except itself. It means

the destruction of liberty, the destruction of Christianity, it is definitely

contrary to Christianity in every way, and when a force like this is abroad

in the world, the Christian church is not entering into politics in a wrong

way to speak its mind about it. And speak it clearly. A man said to me,,

up in Upper M±x Michigan, two weeks ago. He said, are you worried about

the Chinese Communists. Do you think we need to worry about them. I said,

no. I don't think we need to xatx worry about them at all. I

said, if we would drop a hydrogen bomb on the Kremlin when the police bzroxy

bureau is in seesion, and another on the headquarters in Peping, when the

leaders of Chinese Communism are in session, 95 of the people of both

nations would be very thankful to us for saving them from the slavery xx

in which they are at present. There is no need to a worry about it. We

should do something about it. But, I said,if we don't do anything about it,

there may be great need for worry. Take a half a billion of Chinese, k±

fill them with hatred toward other nations, fill them with stories and

all kinds of lies with hatred against every western nation, train them

thoroughly in running planes and shooting guns, and they have inherently

as much ability as any of our western people. nd train a an array of a

few ± million people like this, and turn them loose on the world, and what

can the rest of us do against it. As I look forward to it, there is a

situation which our western nations could master and could handle now,

if they would put prinicp&es first and step forth and stand for what they

believe. But if they say it is wrong to do a such a thing as a preventive

war, it is wrong to touch anybody else until they touch you first, and
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